
Table 25.3 Verbal Behavior Classification Exercises

As a result of . . . One has a tendency to . . . This is a(n) . . .

1. seeing a dog say “dog” __________
2. hearing an airplane say “airplane” __________
3. wanting a drink say “water” __________
4. hearing “How are you?” say “I’m fine” __________
5. smelling cookies baking say “cookies” __________
6. tasting soup say “pass the salt” __________
7. hearing “book” write book __________
8. hearing “book” sign “book” __________
9. hearing “book” say “book” __________

10. hearing “book” say “read” __________
11. hearing “book” sign “read” __________
12. hearing “book” finger-spell “book” __________
13. seeing a book write book __________
14. wanting a book write book __________
15. signing “book” write book __________
16. hearing “color” say “red” __________
17. seeing a dog on the table say “get off” __________
18. seeing stop written hit the brakes __________
19. hearing “Skinner” write behavior __________
20. smelling smoke say “fire” __________
21. being hungry go to a store __________
22. seeing apple written sign “apple” __________
23. seeing 5 say “five” __________
24. wanting things say “thanks” __________
25. hearing “write your name” write your name __________
26. hearing “run” finger-spell “run” __________
27. seeing “home” signed sign “Battle Creek” __________
28. hearing a phone ring say “phone” __________
29. smelling a skunk say “skunk” __________
30. hearing “table” say “mesa” __________
31. being happy smile __________
32. hoping a pilot sees it writing SOS __________
33. wanting blue say “blue” __________
34. hearing “Red, white, and” say “blue” __________
35. tasting candy say “mmmm” __________
Provide examples of verbal behavior.
36. Give an example of a mand involving an adjective.
37. Give an example of a tact of a smell.
38. Give an example of a response that is part mand and part tact.
39. Give an example of a response that is part tact and part intraverbal.
40. Give an example of a tact involving multiple responses.
41. Give an example of an intraverbal using writing.
42. Give an example of receptive language using sign language.
Answers to verbal behavior classification exercises in Table 25.3:
1. T; 2. T; 3. M; 4. IV; 5. T/M; 6. M; 7. TX; 8. IV; 9. E; 10. IV; 11. IV; 12. TR; 13. T; 14. M; 15. IV; 16. IV/T; 17. M; 18. NV; 19. IV; 20. T/M; 21. NV; 22. IV;
23. IV; 24. M; 25. IV; 26. TX; 27. IV; 28. T/M; 29. T; 30. IV; 31. NV; 32. M; 33. M; 34. IV; 35. T; 36. “I want the red one.”; 37. “Someone is smoking.”;
38. “My throat is dry.”; 39. “Macy’s.” When asked “Where did you buy that?”; 40. “That’s a big burger!”; 41. A response to an e-mail; 42. Stopping
when someone signs “stop.”
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